
 
 

 

 

AccountMate Enterprise 2022 

Added Security and Minimizes Information Exposure 
 

(Petaluma, CA) (August 18, 2022) President and CEO, David Dierke, has announced the release of AccountMate 

Enterprise 2022. He commented, “by releasing consistent feature-rich AccountMate Enterprise versions, we continue 

to demonstrate to our customers how we make available feature-rich options to save them time and money, increase 

their productivity, and strengthen information security. For those customers who will use our latest AccountMate 

Enterprise 2022 software system, we have added feature enhancements that also prevent mistakes, reduce 

redundancies, and minimize information exposure.” 

 

There are too many enhancements in AccountMate Enterprise 2022 to list them all, so some that demonstrate these 

benefits for security and reduce redundancies are: New Function Access Rights Listing shows user groups and the 

specific functions for which they are granted access rights; New report  provides information about users and those 

extended security access rights; provides a list where in certain situations causes AccountMate users to be locked out 

of the system and who cannot log back in; enables a statistical batch journal entry that records non-financial 

transactions using a statistical code.  

 

The Software Developer Kit (SDK) is available to aid in doing customizations. Source code remains a sellable option 

for clients.  

 

Based on years of development in the Microsoft .NET environment, this AccountMate Enterprise architecture and 

updated navigation have been built differently than the AccountMate for SQL, Express and LAN products. Although 

the screen design is updated and can be different, the process workflow is standard with AccountMate’s other 

products. This makes learning the product quicker and easier for people upgrading from AccountMate SQL / 

AccountMate Express /.AccountMate LAN. But the tenant of similar process flow within the AccountMate Enterprise 

modules is the basis of a consistent long-life software system for AccountMate clients. Inherent in this new product 

line is the basis for an easy transition from existing AccountMate products to AccountMate Enterprise to fit client 

requirements. Clients new to AccountMate should also be able to appreciate the uniqueness of this latest 

AccountMate Enterprise product.  

 

About AccountMate 

Founded in 1984, AccountMate develops and markets fully modifiable business accounting software. Systems range 

from single user versions to those that support hundreds of users simultaneously. AccountMate software is available 

for local or cloud installation. It is distributed exclusively through a worldwide channel of authorized solution providers. 

AccountMate can be reached at (800) 877-8896 or at accountmate.com.  
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